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\7e have studied Cu(I1)-BSK (bovine serum albumin) complex- 
es by means of EPR and I?MR spectroscopy in Refs [I-8$ The in- 
terest in them is due to their being a model system for most 
of active centres of copper-containing enzymes. Besides, it is 
important to learn the structure of these complexes to under- 
stand the biological role of copper in the BSti transportation 
function during the active life of organism. 

The idea of applying the Z&lFS method to tho study of struc- 
tures of these complexes has been made in R%fs(1,2, 4-81. In 
Ref.[4,5] the interaction between Cu(1I) and BSA in a wide 
range of pH has been studied by the EPR method which revealed 
two types of bound centres. In one of them (type I ) ,  having 
mainly an axial symmetry of surroundings, the central atom of 
Cu(I1) is surrounded by two atoms of nitrogen His-9 and His-18 
from the BSA molecule and tvro ones of oxygen from water molecule 

[3]. In the other centre (type 2), with rhombic symmetry of 
surroundings, Cu(I1) is coordinated by 4 nitrogen atoms: one 
fron mine group of asparagine acid, two - from peptide bonds 
and the fourth - Hio-3.  Type 1 complexes were present at lev! 
pH, and type 2 ones - at p H 2  9. 

In ~ef.[4] a relatively possible use of both methods has 
been supposed: when using the EXLLFS method, serious difficul- 
ties arise in the identification of ligand atoms which surround 
the central atom of metal. This fault can fulfill the EPR 
method by means of which, via superhyperfine structure of its 
spectra, one can unanbiguously identify the ligand atoms, though 
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the distance between the central atom of metal and the ligands 
remains indistinct, Besides, the absorption sensitivity of the 

EXtiFS method is much poorer (some orders of magnitude) than that 
of the EPR method, which sometimes restricts its application. 

One can say from the aforesaid, that these two methods as 
though supplement each other if the central atom of metal is a 
paramagnetic one. If it is a dimawetic one, it should be re- 
placed by a paramagnetic ion, though this restriction plays no 
role in the EXAPS method [4], 

As copper is contained in the active centres of most enzymes, 
the developed in this work and in ~ e f  .[4] approach can effect- 
ively be used in case of copper- containing enzymes too. 

In ~ e f  .H the behaviour of the radial distribution function 
of atoms (RDFA) for each bound centre in dependence with pH in 
solution is predicted based on the experimental spectra of EPR, 
registered at low temperature. goreover, the necessity of deve- 
lopment of methods for the separation of EXAFS spectra in systems 
in which two or more centres exist with the same type of absorb- 
ing atoms and a different 1ig-d surrounding has been considered. 

The a h  of this work is to study the structure of Cu(I1)-BSA 
complexes of type 2 by EPR and EXLiFS spectroscopies. 

In ~i6z.b) the given EPR spectrum of Cu(I1)-BSA complexes 
shows that only type 2 complexes with rhonbic symmetry of surro- 
undings are present. The superhyperfine structure of the EPR 
spectrum, found by us in ~ e f  .[4], shows the presence of four 
ligand atoms of nitrogen. The BXAFS absorption spectrum of these 
complexes in freeze-dried form, registered by means of synchro- 
tron radiation at room temperature in the Institute of IJuclear 
Physics of the Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences 
(Novosibirsk) displays a fine structure above the K - edge by 
which the short-range order of atoms can be determined. 

The equation for the nomlized oscillating part of the 
K - spectrum of absorption of the copper atom in the ~~(11)-BSA 
complex, in approximation that the absorbing atom is surrounded 

where fi is the mean atomic density, CN ia the concentration 
of the nitmpn ligand atoms,/.(~,d,./ is the amplitude of scat- 
tering on ligand atom, K is the wave nunber, &?ce-N (2) is 
the RDPH partial function defined as the density of probability 



a) EPR spectrum of Cu(I1)-BSA coaplexes at pH 10 und -190~~; 
the concentration of Cu(I1) is 1.28 JZU and that of BSA is 
0.32 mtr. The 9 - tensor values for these complexes me: 
aaP1.971, g2= 2.053, CJC= 2.197 and A,, s19.4 mT. 
In the bottom left of the spectrun its repeated registration 
at 3.1-fold amplification is give-a. 

b) The normalized oscillating part o f  the abaorption coefficient 

X(K) obtained at preliminary processing of initial data. 

c) Radial distribution function of atom $cw-,(2) of Cu(I1)- 
-3% complexes obtained from the function X(K) using n 

regular algorithm [9J. 

of nitroe;= atoms being located distant from the Cu atom, 
a and 8 are the final limits of integration which are intro- 

duced from conditions (2) = at z<& and eqo64e1) 
<< II the electron mass, 7 is Y 

constant corresponding to imaginary part of the comblex pot en- 
tial of electron-electron interaction and determining the dam- 
ping of photoelectron wave , $,-#(K) =28c,(~) + pw ((*;=+) is 
the total phase shift of the scattering on Cu and N atoms, 

The normalized oeoillating part XC,(&) obtained as a re- 
sult of preliminary processing of initial data, the algorithm 
of which is described in Ref. fi~], is presented in Fig.(b), 
For the K-edge of obsorption of Cu a tabular value of EX E 

o 8985.5 eV has been used, the parameter E0 = 14.5 eV according 
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to EUPS spectrum of crystalline copper [lo]. The even back- 
pound of atom absorption rp has been approximated in the wave- 
-number space K by a polynomial. of tenth order. The normalizing 
Victorian re =d3- &(* with coefficients CZ =176.0 and d = 
~ 4 8 . 3  fi 11, has been brought to the value of absorption K-edge 
jump by a factor of 0.0015. 

A regular algorithm has been used to solve the inverse prob- 
lem of determination of the partial RL)FA 3%-N (2x91. The ampli- 
tude /f, (x,&/ and phases 2&(~), yb (e>#) are tcbulated in 
~ e f  .02]. Other parameters: pocN = g O N ~ o ~ ~ m ~  and 7 11.6 eV. 
Initial data - the function zC,(K) htts been given in the interval 
from 38 to 151 nm-' , while the limits of the 4 integration of the 
solution (2) 

f .AN-- 
are chosen to be frorn d, = 0.175 nm to 

4 = 0.475 nrn. The snoothness of the solution and its deriva- 
tive as well as its non-negativeness &Ccr+,,f2)30] have been 
taken into account. The result obtained in these conditions is 
presented in Fig.(c). 

The partial WF~I $..-,,(r) is characterized by a narrow peak 
of distribution, corresponding to the first coordination sphere 
of ligand atoms around the metal aton. The position of the dis- 
tribution maximum determines the most probable interatodc dis- 
tance Cu - N, which is equal to 0,20420.001 nm. This result riel1 
agrees vsith literature data for different biological objects in 
which this distbce varies from 0.195 nm to 0.207 nm. 

The observed peak represents itself the mean value of distan- 
ces between the metal's central atoms and, the ligands, since the 
Wi3'S spectrum has been registered at room temperature. Record 
at room temperatures must show- up a doublet splitting of this 
peak, as, according to EPR data, at - 1 9 0 ~ ~  the metal. is located 
in the centre of the rhomb in the sites of which four nitrogen 

atoms are =ranged. 
~t is impossible to give certain values to other details 

of the solution shown in Fig.(c) in the framework of the pre- 
sent paper. Hence, it should be noted that the studied complex 
is quite a multiconponent system and to determine the partial 
interatomic distances in then by the EXAPS nethod a new approach 
developed i n  ~ e f  .[t3] is neceesmy. 

We consider it our pleasant duty to thank A.Ts. mtuni, 
I.P. Karabekov, Yu.A. Babanov and G.lJ. Kulipmov for perma- 
nent attention and interest in this work, 
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